Lecture Tonight

Students are reminded that John Mason Brown, New York Puit of Washington, will lecture tonight in Chapin at 8:00.

Harvard Debates British War Relief Here Tomorrow

The assembly hall of Williamian will be the same tomorrow even at eight o'clock of the first debate of the year, when Harvard argues with Mount Holyoke on the question: Resolved: that more than 50 percent of all war materials produced in the United Kingdom is used against Britain. Jane Chandler, '22 will present the affirmative of the case for the Union, while Lila Beech will argue the negative.

There is excitement among the northeast coasts of the students for the first time, which will enable the audience to look into a complete house under construction with the construction plans for the building. It is known that the new idea will be received by the audience and add more life to the show.

Miss Elliot Explains Place Of College In Defense

The college woman today must do the job she has been doing, better than ever before if she is to do her part in the national defense program, said Miss Harriet Elliott, member of the National Advisory Commission to the Council of Defense, speaking in Chapel last night. She explained the work of the commission in coordinating defense measures, and particularly, her own work in the commission.

The work of the defense commission Miss Elliott explained as twofold: to build up the home front military force for the United States, and to build up the home front economy of existing economy of the United States, still retaining and improving the existing economy of the United States. Work in the consumer division has been directed largely along these lines. Miss Elliott gave an account of the work of the armament service, having been given the task of coordinating the work of the commission, stressing the fact that every measure has been taken to keep the war effort going.

While there have been extensive plans to avoid the confusion which existed during the Great War, she explained, when government departments bid (Continued on page 5, column 3)

Alfred Hutton Emphasizes Tree Motif In Etchings

Trees are the favorite subjects of Alfred Hutton, whose etchings and drypoints are on exhibition in Dwight Hall, it was announced yesterday. Under the auspices of the Friends of Art, both the money trees of the world and the trees of the Atlantic coast appear in the work of a couple, and the provinces winters in Connecticut, S. C., and lives in Woodstock, N. Y., during the summer. His drypoint technique and his linear style produce prints of great beauty and delicacy. Especially fine is Hutton's two-dimensional motif. His work is a form elegant patterns well suited to the shapes of the upper plates on which they were drawn. Occasionally, the romantic subject and the soft medium are combined to produce close to unconscious pretentiousness, but more often than not the increasing fascination of Charles Burchfield's ability to paint in wood and in his easy-going colored point.

Alfred Hutton's drypoints of negro subjects are treated as simple, direct prints, with an emphasis on shading out modulating or three-dimensional spatial relationships. In Counting the Heads of paper that show his inimitable sense of design. The women elaborated negro subjects which have the coquettish effects are less successful, as they create an artificial feeling, and in several cases the subject is seen through an arm or leg run counter to the bias of the limb, giving it a disturbing flat surface.

Visitors to the Friends of Art exhibit will differ in their judgment of Hutton's use of the rich drypoint technique for representing such details as the iron grilles in Phoebe Pears My Ride. Some will find it funny and unconvincing. Others will find its accuracy a correct indication of the melancholy of all things Charlestonian.

(Continued on page 4, column 3)

Abbey Bridge

There will be a bridge party to-morrow afternoon for the Mount Holyoke students at South Hadley. The tickets are fifty cents each, sold in the Community Chest.

Card Announcement Plans For Scientific Conference

The student representative council for the 12th annual Scientific Conference, held at Williams College, will present a card announcement of the conference, which is to be held April 21, to be held in Mount Holyoke for the first time since its inception. Colleges of the Con- commonwealth

Alfred Hutton is also on exhibit at the Mount Holyoke College Art Museum, where his works are on display.
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COMMUNITY CHEST

Pay day for Community Chest will be held tomorrow morning from 9:00 until 9:30. A total of $500 had been collected before the meeting, as had been announced that, if sufficient payments are made tomorrow morning, Community Chest will receive an advance of funds to enable the purchase of Christmas cards for students in Britain, and for initial payments to be made to the MSS and Madras clubs.
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HOLIDAY SPIRIT

It seems particularly depressing to come indoors from a campus whose trees are mantled in snow which has been falling for the past 24 hours, while winter sports are coming to the fore and Carol Colburns have gone beyond the preparation stage to find in the mail a printed circular whose first sentence reads: "More appropriate than tinselled fir-trees and plays carols this Christmas season are the electric fires and the electric lights." The A.S.U., whose letter is this, is going to develop and with conviction their theme that the students' part in guiding the destinies of America will be realized at their Christmas ceremonies; they have foreseen the future, and in the same spirit concern itself with the same question; as invitation to attend the I.S.A. conference where the question of "How Youth Can Serve Democracy" will be discussed, also doubtless the old holidays. It is not our part to quarrel with student organizations whose honesty and faith and good intentions are foregone conclusions. It is in the awareness of the saddest and world affairs is a very delicate one. The gravity of the situation in his own country must be brought before him in such a way that he realizes that this will be eventually, if not now, his problem to solve, and that he must in the present equip himself to do so. But in this realization he must not lose sight of the sum total of factors which go into the achievement of the education which will send him, a complete person, out into the fight.

In that total equipment, our Christmas carols and winter sports, our skating and singing parties have their own important part. Participation in them and enjoyment of them should be all the greater this year for the realization that they are, as much and more than lectures and fervid discourses, a part of the gifts of college education that it is democracy's purpose to achieve.

DEBATING BECOMES AFFIRMATIVE

"Of the affirmative foul..." "As our friends on the negative have agreed..." Remarks to this effect does the cross-questioning and argumentation that are the stuff of which debates are made, will make their first appearance of the year on campus tomorrow night. A team from Harvard will meet two Mount Holyoke teams. The debate will be held in the Library Auditorium to have their say on the very debatable issue of war. The affirmative will be represented by Robert I. Loomis, the negative by Charles C. Ogg, Jr. People who have not themselves debated may be unaware of the very special situation involved here. Few other women's colleges carry on a full program of debates with men's colleges, and only one other woman's college in the country is represented in Delta Sigma Rho, the national honorary debating society. The freshman debate course, long a feature of "baby English", is evidence that faculty, too, take an interest in the gentlemanly art of argumentation on Mount Holyoke campus.

Recently, an increased interest in debating has caused undergraduate classes to be included in the curriculum. It is an encouraging sign that more people are coming to realize the challenge and entertainment that debating holds, not for just the few, but for everyone.
**PUBLIC OPINION**

(Continued from page 2, column 4)

not our whole defense policy one colossal rush to save our skin, our material wealth, our interests. No, you say, it's to save democracy. And so it was in the last war. But Hitler is an ogre, you say. But the Kaiser. But all free institutions will vanish. Yes, they will certainly vanish if we plunge into the battle, for we'll have fascism (and we have it already), with all the frenzy of a Germany, to maintain our war and carry it through. But democracy will rise out of the ashes again, you say. No, for what we are trying to defend is not real democracy, but a way of life that is in use, an individualism which really only the right to private property, and the right to make plenty while someone else suffers. We are fighting for the sacredness of those institutions and they are dead. The real democracy for which we fought 1917-1918 was that the armied invasion would have no meaning, for it could not strike at our goals, and there only is where true democracy exists, as it is where true freedom exists.

There are many in our colleges who know that unregulated capitalism is doomed, that the war will not save us from fascism but will actually bring on more quickly, that democratic socialization is inevitable and the only solution for mankind, and war will only retard the process and make its entrance bloody instead of peaceful. But they do not dare to speak, for it would jeopardize their jobs. If we kept peace now we would have a chance of gaining socialization (which would bring true democracy) more quickly and more soundly. We could then face the world with something that could not be destroyed within—a congep by arms would then make no differenee. Suffering and torture would not touch our spirits and our examples before the world would set hearts aflame and bring in an era of non-violent resistance and settlement of disputes. Some nation has to be the first to take this stand.

After we had the conquerors to erase, we repeated, we would sacrifice much perhaps, to show our Christian adherence to our faith—the refusal to kill, the refusal to meet evil with evil. But that sacrifice would not be as great as the loss of millions of our women and children (which I think we are going to inure to the policy we now adopt), and I still believe that in time the Germans would be able to reconstruct the power of that Christian forbearance and good will, would be broken down by it. Our contention is that every evil system like Hitler's rule from within; it is no amoral. Moral laws will take their toll as well as physical laws. It need not be fought with arms.

I think many of you will admit, will you not, that you would try this pacifist non-violence if you could be sure it would turn the hearts of the victims and there would quickly be a world of good-will and spiritual freedom again? If you could be sure, but isn't that just it? Doesn't it all come down to a matter of faith? Isn't that what we lack? And if we do not have that faith that the following of a law of the scriptures will bring good, can we truly call ourselves religious? I think not religion exists no longer.

Not faith until a Manich, or faith until we start to fear, or faith if we can get our two bits worth, but continual and dogged faith.

**APPLICATIONS FOR SCHOLARSHIPS AND REMUNERATIVE WORK 1941-1942**

Students who wish to make application for scholarships and remunerative work (i.e., cooperative work, table-waiting, etc.) for the year 1941-1942 should see the office of Mrs. Vorhees, Franklin Hall. All applications must be filed by January 7, 1941, if they are to be receive consideration.

**MISS LOUISE ROGEL**

60-42 HIGH ST.

HOLYOKE, MASS.

**MISS KENGO**

Counsel Miss Kengo for information

We suppose History for your Christmas Gift?

Try our Blackstone Line. 48 Cents and 60 Cents

**Emergy's**

319 HIGH ST.

**FAMILY SHOE STORE**

Be prepared for complimentary. Our Winter Sports Shop opens with colored costumes that are as unrestrictively authentic as they are unrestrictively handsome! Our evening collections are exceptional creations. However, you'll have to be at your best to wear these exciting new fashions—but, we assure you, once you try them on, you won't remember you're in hot weather! (You think!) "Flower Crown" Windbreakers are natural, red or ice blue. Genuine waterproof, windproof. St. Anton cloth with for trimmed hood. 9.95. "Flower Crown" Leather Ski Trousers in navy, ice blue, beige. Woolen pajamas, 7.95.

**Ski Suits**

**Skating Dresses**

**Sweaters**

**Underwear**

**Ski Camp Accessories**

**FILENE'S SOUTHDALE**

New Winter Sports Outfits are beautiful

**ICE... or no Ice!**

**SNOW... or no Snow!**

**BOS'N IN SOUTH HADLEY**
Suggestion!
Meet at
THE SHELTON
IN NEW YORK
The Shelton for years has been the New York headquarters for college women ... for the Shelton provides the club atmosphere to which discerning college women are so attracted! Here you can enjoy "extra facilities" in extra nor-
such as the beautiful swimming pool, the gymnasium, tennis, etc., etc. The Shelton's convenient location ... is at the Grand Central Station near the New York observatory and cultural places readily accessible. Two popular priced restaurants during dinner.

SPECIAL RATES
TO COLLEGE WOMEN ONLY
Rooms without bath ... $2.00
Rooms with tub and shower ... $3.50
Rooms with bath for two ... $4.00
Separate floor facilities for women asleep in day

SHELTON HOTEL
LEXINGTON AVE., at 49th ST
Under Kheel Management
A. E. WIRTH, Manager

STEIGER'S
25c
DISTINCTION
CHRISTMAS CARDS
PRINTED WITH YOUR NAME
Your Choice of Styles
STEIGER'S
14 Suffolk St. Opp. Victoria Theatre

STRAND
NOW PLAYING
'The Last Seven-
We're Caught in A Tragedy
'THE GREAT ANNE SAILS AGAIN'
With
Marjorie Rambeau — Alan Hale —
ALSO —
"LADY" starring Tom Hollis

VICTORY THEATRE
NOW PLAYING
Jesse Cooper Aun Sheridan
"CITY FOR CONQUEST" — ALSO THE COHJT-
LING ALL SPONSORS
STARRING
Tyrone Power Linda Darnell
"THE MARK OF ZORRO" — Also New March at Times
"ARMS AND THE NEW LAD"

28 HIGH ST.
HOLLYWOOD
1200 MAIN ST.
SPRINGFIELD

VACATION ECONOMY:
Send your Luggage home
and back by handy ....
RAILWAY EXPRESS!

Right from college direct to your own front door and vice versa, without extra charge, in all cities and principal towns.

And all you do is phone RAILWAY EXPRESS. We'll call for your trunks, bags and bundles. Away they'll go on passenger train speed, and be delivered straight to the street address. The rates are low, and you can send "collect," you know, by RAILWAY EXPRESS, some as in college laundry pay. Yes, it is a very popular service. So when you're packed, strapped and locked, just phone us and take your train with peace of mind.

H. & M. R. STATION
BARTLETT SHIP 1790
OFFICE — 49 MAIN, HOLLYWOOD

RAILWAY EXPRESS
AGENCY INC.
NATION-WIDE RAIL-AIR SERVICE

INNOVATION!!

THE NEW TROPHY TAP ROOM AT
THE LORD JEFFERY Welcomes all Mount Holyoke

A "Treasury Inn"

P.S.—Prices reasonable—Food good—Official Meeting Place!

SERVING PRESS DAILY
Costard—Class—Loburn
Bands—Chapel—Special Dinner
Italian Foods

FRIDAY SPECIALS
3 lb. Baked Macaroni 50c
Car. Main and Appleton Sts. Open 7:00

V LOBSTER HOUSE
Baked or Boiled 30c
SERVED FOR DINNER

BY

Dinner

2407

30c

15c

November

December

1940

Macy Tour, Interviews

The Personnel Department of the B. H. Macy store, New York City, will be glad to have any students who are interested in the department store field visit the store during the Christmas vacation. Tours through the store will be conducted from Monday, Dec. 16, through Saturday, Jan. 4. Trips behind-the-scenes will start at 10:30 each morning during this period. Students who plan to take one of these tours should be in the Training Department not later than 10:15 A.M. No advance notice is necessary.

Although no final selection for Training Squad is made at this time, students who desire a personal interview following the tour should write to Miss Miriam Conlin in the Training Department for an appointment.

Mr. O'Boyle, who is in charge of the Executive Placement and Training program, will meet each group of students and will be glad to discuss retailing careers and other details about opportunities in the field.

Macy Tour, Interviews

The Personnel Department of the B. H. Macy store, New York City, will be glad to have any students who are interested in the department store field visit the store during the Christmas vacation. Tours through the store will be conducted from Monday, Dec. 16, through Saturday, Jan. 4. Trips behind-the-scenes will start at 10:30 each morning during this period. Students who plan to take one of these tours should be in the Training Department not later than 10:15 A.M. No advance notice is necessary.

Although no final selection for Training Squad is made at this time, students who desire a personal interview following the tour should write to Miss Miriam Conlin in the Training Department for an appointment.

Mr. O'Boyle, who is in charge of the Executive Placement and Training program, will meet each group of students and will be glad to discuss retailing careers and other details about opportunities in the field.

PETER'S RESTAURANT

Something is set before you see the movie

TOASTED SANDWICHES
14 Suffolk St. Opp. Victoria Theatre

Suggestion!
Meet at
THE SHELTON
IN NEW YORK
The Shelton for years has been the New York headquarters for college women ... for the Shelton provides the club atmosphere to which discerning college women are so attracted! Here you can enjoy "extra facilities" in extra nor-
such as the beautiful swimming pool, the gymnasium, tennis, etc., etc. The Shelton's convenient location ... is at the Grand Central Station near the New York observatory and cultural places readily accessible. Two popular priced restaurants during dinner.

SPECIAL RATES
TO COLLEGE WOMEN ONLY
Rooms without bath ... $2.00
Rooms with tub and shower ... $3.50
Rooms with bath for two ... $4.00
Separate floor facilities for women asleep in day

SHELTON HOTEL
LEXINGTON AVE., at 49th ST
Under Kheel Management
A. E. WIRTH, Manager

STEIGER'S
25c
DISTINCTION
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PRINTED WITH YOUR NAME
Your Choice of Styles
STEIGER'S
14 Suffolk St. Opp. Victoria Theatre
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NOW PLAYING
'The Last Seven-
We're Caught in A Tragedy
'THE GREAT ANNE SAILS AGAIN'
With
Marjorie Rambeau — Alan Hale —
ALSO —
"LADY" starring Tom Hollis

VICTORY THEATRE
NOW PLAYING
Jesse Cooper Aun Sheridan
"CITY FOR CONQUEST" — ALSO THE COHJT-
LING ALL SPONSORS
STARRING
Tyrone Power Linda Darnell
"THE MARK OF ZORRO" — Also New March at Times
"ARMS AND THE NEW LAD"

28 HIGH ST.
HOLLYWOOD
1200 MAIN ST.
SPRINGFIELD

VACATION ECONOMY:
Send your Luggage home
and back by handy ....
RAILWAY EXPRESS!

Right from college direct to your own front door and vice versa, without extra charge, in all cities and principal towns.

And all you do is phone RAILWAY EXPRESS. We'll call for your trunks, bags and bundles. Away they'll go on passenger train speed, and be delivered straight to the street address. The rates are low, and you can send "collect," you know, by RAILWAY EXPRESS, some as in college laundry pay. Yes, it is a very popular service. So when you're packed, strapped and locked, just phone us and take your train with peace of mind.

H. & M. R. STATION
BARTLETT SHIP 1790
OFFICE — 49 MAIN, HOLLYWOOD

RAILWAY EXPRESS
AGENCY INC.
NATION-WIDE RAIL-AIR SERVICE

INNOVATION!!

THE NEW TROPHY TAP ROOM AT
THE LORD JEFFERY Welcomes all Mount Holyoke

A "Treasury Inn"

P.S.—Prices reasonable—Food good—Official Meeting Place!
Lincoln Spa
We specialize in the best sandwhiches in town and
HOFFSC FRENCH-AMERICAN ICE CREAM
Cottage Salad and Chantlet Sweets

Leo J. Simard
Jeweler & Silversmith
Watch & Jewelry Repairing
64 Seiffalk St.
Holyoke

OFFICIAL FURRIRS TO MOUNT HOLYOKE
The New York State Employment Service, which is affiliated with the Social Security Board, is eager to receive applications from college people who are interested in camp counselorships and directorships for the summer of 1941. The State Employment Service has hundreds of such positions available for women and for men. The salary is $2.00 per hour for a single person and $2.50 for a married person, plus room and board. Applications must be postmarked by June 1.

Sarkin Displays Control Of Technique in Concert

French Ministry To Award Prizes To Students Here
During the past four years, the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the French government have generously offered to Mount Holyoke College, in the form of medals and book prizes, to be awarded for excellence in French. Last year several awards were made at commencement time to seniors, but it was decided to reserve several book prizes for underclassmen and to award them during the academic year of 1940-41. These prizes will be distributed as follows:

One to a sophomore for excellence in French, to be based on her last year's record, and on her work up to this point, giving of this year. A second to a student living in Le Fayer for progress in French. A third, to a non-major student for excellence in French, and a fourth to the student passing the best general examination. A fifth to a senior for excellence in French. In addition to these book prizes from the French government of 1940, the department will award the Foster cash prize of $15 to a freshman for excellence in French. This prize is given to students who have been awarded in the year for general merit in oral and written work.

Department Notes

CAREY, The Florist
South Hadley
Cortages, Cut Flowers, Plants
DAILY DELIVERY—Tel. 4968

DINE & DANCE
IN
THE NEW ROOM RESTAURANT
BECKMANN'S
22 Seiffalk St.

CANDY

SODAS

If you've been worrying long about your Christmas Gift List... we suggest the pleasant solution of an \[ Music on Victor Records. \]... From the great Victor Record Catalog there are enough different kinds of recorded music to satisfy everyone—7000 records! For the wedding or the Christmas party, a beautifully-spun Gift Selection Booklet of Favorite Record Favorites to shop from. If you're not sure of your own choice, give them one of our dear little Victor Record Gift Certificates Albums—and let them pick their own tunes! No Photocopy On these little RCA Victor Record Flyers so they can play your Gift Records through their radio—only $4.00, and large enough to be seen from a distance. REMEMBER: NEW LOW PRICES FOR VICTOR RECORDS—SAVINGS UP TO 50%!

Kathleen Smith Music Shop
1 College Street
St. Hadley
Holyoke

bass skiing
Mr. Herbert Meyer will be here on the ice Wednesday, Dec. 11 and Sunday, Dec. 15 to give figure skating instruction. From 3:00 to 5:00 on both afternoons Mr. Meyer will be sponsored by the A.A. and lessons will be free of charge to the students. The lessons will be given at 6:00 p.m. until 6:00 p.m. Mr. Meyer will be available for private instruction. The rates are $2.00 per half hour for a solo lesson and $5.00 per hour for groups of two to four people. The rate for a series of private lessons is less and can be arranged with Mr. Meyers. Those who would be interested in taking lessons should sign up on the A.A. bulletin board before Monday.

25 CENT SPECIAL
Cup of Soup or Tomato JuiceCharles and Florence Jackson
19 Nassau St.
Holyoke

CAESAR EQUIL & CO.
485 Dwight St.
Holyoke

GOOD BASS BOOTS PASS EVERY TEST WITH "AH'S"
The next time you take to the slopes, make sure of the fun ahead by wearing Bass Boots. Through any test, whether it be uphill or downhill, you'll find that Bass Boots rate an "AH" for performance, as well as for smart appearance. Fine leather and special construction features make this superiority possible. So, let or go on, trust to your newest dealer today. He'll show you what we've told you, and gone will be your resistance.

BASS SKI BOOTS
If you've been worrying long about your Christmas Gift List... we suggest the pleasant solution of an \[ Music on Victor Records. \]... From the great Victor Record Catalog there are enough different kinds of recorded music to satisfy everyone—7000 records! For the wedding or the Christmas party, a beautifully-spun Gift Selection Booklet of Favorite Record Favorites to shop from. If you're not sure of your own choice, give them one of our dear little Victor Record Gift Certificates Albums—and let them pick their own tunes! No Photocopy On these little RCA Victor Record Flyers so they can play your Gift Records through their radio—only $4.00, and large enough to be seen from a distance. REMEMBER: NEW LOW PRICES FOR VICTOR RECORDS—SAVINGS UP TO 50%!

Kathleen Smith Music Shop
1 College Street
St. Hadley
Holyoke
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If you've been worrying long about your Christmas Gift List... we suggest the pleasant solution of an \[ Music on Victor Records. \]... From the great Victor Record Catalog there are enough different kinds of recorded music to satisfy everyone—7000 records! For the wedding or the Christmas party, a beautifully-spun Gift Selection Booklet of Favorite Record Favorites to shop from. If you're not sure of your own choice, give them one of our dear little Victor Record Gift Certificates Albums—and let them pick their own tunes! No Photocopy On these little RCA Victor Record Flyers so they can play your Gift Records through their radio—only $4.00, and large enough to be seen from a distance. REMEMBER: NEW LOW PRICES FOR VICTOR RECORDS—SAVINGS UP TO 50%!

Kathleen Smith Music Shop
1 College Street
St. Hadley
Holyoke

FIGURE SKATING
Mr. Herbert Meyer will be here on the ice Wednesday, Dec. 11 and Sunday, Dec. 15 to give figure skating instruction. From 3:00 to 5:00 on both afternoons Mr. Meyer will be sponsored by the A.A. and lessons will be free of charge to the students. The lessons will be given at 6:00 p.m. until 6:00 p.m. Mr. Meyer will be available for private instruction. The rates are $2.00 per half hour for a solo lesson and $5.00 per hour for groups of two to four people. The rate for a series of private lessons is less and can be arranged with Mr. Meyers. Those who would be interested in taking lessons should sign up on the A.A. bulletin board before Monday.

25 CENT SPECIAL
Cup of Soup or Tomato JuiceCharles and Florence Jackson
19 Nassau St.
Holyoke

CAESAR EQUIL & CO.
485 Dwight St.
Holyoke

GOOD BASS BOOTS PASS EVERY TEST WITH "AH'S"
The next time you take to the slopes, make sure of the fun ahead by wearing Bass Boots. Through any test, whether it be uphill or downhill, you'll find that Bass Boots rate an "AH" for performance, as well as for smart appearance. Fine leather and special construction features make this superiority possible. So, let or go on, trust to your newest dealer today. He'll show you what we've told you, and gone will be your resistance.

BASS SKI BOOTS
If you've been worrying long about your Christmas Gift List... we suggest the pleasant solution of an \[ Music on Victor Records. \]... From the great Victor Record Catalog there are enough different kinds of recorded music to satisfy everyone—7000 records! For the wedding or the Christmas party, a beautifully-spun Gift Selection Booklet of Favorite Record Favorites to shop from. If you're not sure of your own choice, give them one of our dear little Victor Record Gift Certificates Albums—and let them pick their own tunes! No Photocopy On these little RCA Victor Record Flyers so they can play your Gift Records through their radio—only $4.00, and large enough to be seen from a distance. REMEMBER: NEW LOW PRICES FOR VICTOR RECORDS—SAVINGS UP TO 50%!

Kathleen Smith Music Shop
1 College Street
St. Hadley
Holyoke

bass skiing
Mr. Herbert Meyer will be here on the ice Wednesday, Dec. 11 and Sunday, Dec. 15 to give figure skating instruction. From 3:00 to 5:00 on both afternoons Mr. Meyer will be sponsored by the A.A. and lessons will be free of charge to the students. The lessons will be given at 6:00 p.m. until 6:00 p.m. Mr. Meyer will be available for private instruction. The rates are $2.00 per half hour for a solo lesson and $5.00 per hour for groups of two to four people. The rate for a series of private lessons is less and can be arranged with Mr. Meyers. Those who would be interested in taking lessons should sign up on the A.A. bulletin board before Monday.
CALENDAR


English Department Lecture: Speakers: Assistant Professor Lynch and Miss Broek. Letter Writing. Limited to students taking English 101. Hooper Auditorium, 5 p.m.


Meeting of the Academic Committee: Office of the Academic Dean, 8 p.m.

Moving Pictures and Talk: Speaker: Mary Wheelwright. Subject: Navajo Indian Fire Dance and Others. Assembly Hall, Williston Memorial Library, 8 p.m.

Tuesday, Dec. 10: Morning Assembly: Chapel Service. President Ham, Abbey Memorial Chapel, 8:30 a.m. Meeting of the Speech Club. Christmas Program arranged by new members of the club. New York Room, 8 p.m.

Wednesday, Dec. 11: English Department Lecture: Speakers: Assistant Professor Lynch and Miss Broek. Subject: Letter Writing. Limited to students taking English 101. Hooper Auditorium, 11 a.m.

Meeting of the Representative Council. N 1 Skinner Hall, 9 p.m.

Meeting of the Chemistry Club. Home of Professor Carr and Professor Shriver, 8 p.m.


Thursday, Dec. 12: Morning Assembly: Chapin Auditorium, 8:30 a.m.

Indian Dances

Miss Mary Wheelwright, founder and donor of the Las Vegas, New Mexico Institute for Indian studies, will present a moving picture illustrating the life of the Navajo Indian. Their dances and ceremonies, in the library auditorium at 8:00 p.m. on Monday. Miss Wheelwright, who has worked extensively to preserve the Navaho ceremonies, art, religion, and traditions, is the only outside member of certain tribes. She is in South Hadley during the weekend as guest of Mr. and Mrs. Warneke.

District Social Workers Hold Conference Here

(Direct from page 1, column 4) meetings or solution; the use of child guidance clinics wherever available; the cooperation between home and school, and the making use of existing community agencies.

Speaking at the banquet was Dr. Neil Dayton, director of the division of mental deficiency of the Massachusetts Department of Mental Health, whose subject was "Next Steps in the Care of Mentally Defective Children."

Tuesday, Dec. 13: Morning Assembly: Chapel Service. President Ham, Abbey Memorial Chapel, 8:30 a.m. Meeting of the Speech Club. Christmas Program arranged by new members of the club. New York Room, 8 p.m.

Tuesday, Dec. 15: Morning Services.

The Reverend James T. Chisholm of Amherst College, Amherst, Massachusetts, Abbey Memorial Chapel, 11 a.m.

Christmas Carol Service. Abbey Memorial Chapel, 8 p.m.

Christian Science Meeting

There will be a meeting of the Christian Science Organization on Tuesday, Dec. 15, at 7:45, in the Pavillon of Faiths room.

Visit Our Gift Aisles

Abounding with countless suggestions for every person on your list—Shop our 40 Departments

McAuslan & Wakelin

Holyoke’s Great Department Store

Christmas Science Meeting

There will be a meeting of the Christian Science Organization on Tuesday, Dec. 15, at 7:45, in the Pavillon of Faiths room.

Visit Our Gift Aisles

Abounding with countless suggestions for every person on your list—Shop our 40 Departments

McAuslan & Wakelin

Holyoke’s Great Department Store

Right Dad...it’s the ONE cigarette

that really SATISFIES

...for cooler milder better taste,

Chesterfield is the smoker’s cigarette

Hunt the world over and you can’t find the equal of Chesterfield’s right combination of Turkish and American tobaccos—the best tobaccos that grow in all of Tobaccoland. Do you smoke the cigarette that SATISFIES

GRANT AND RICE, dean of American sports writers, has a friendly visit with his charming daughter Florence —of the stage and movies.

5c
Drink Coca-Cola
Delicious and Refreshing
THE PAUSE THAT REFRESHERS

Brand under authority of The Coca-Cola Co. by

Coca-Cola Bottling Company
Springfield, Mass.